PARENT’S SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
CLASSROOM DINOSAUR SCHOOL PROGRAM

The following questionnaire is part of our evaluation of the Dinosaur Social Skills program that your child has received. Please answer as honestly as possible. The information obtained will help us to evaluate and continually improve the program we offer. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. All responses will be strictly confidential. PLEASE USE A BLACK PEN AND CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER.

A. The Overall Program

Please circle the response that best expresses how you honestly feel.

1. This year at school my child’s social behavior and emotional regulation with friends became
   worse    slightly worse    the same    slightly improved    improved

2. This year at school my child’s social behavior and emotional regulation with adults became
   worse    slightly worse    the same    slightly improved    improved

3. My feelings about my child’s problem-solving abilities this year are
   worse    slightly worse    the same    slightly improved    improved

4. My expectations for good academic progress from Dinosaur School are
   pessimistic    slightly pessimistic    neutral    slightly optimistic    optimistic

5. Would you recommend Dinosaur School to others?
   not recommend    slightly not recommend    neutral    slightly recommend    recommend

6. How confident are you in working with your teacher to enhance your child’s social, emotional and academic learning?
   unconfident    somewhat unconfident    neutral    somewhat confident    confident

7. How confident are you in your ability to manage future child social and emotional behavior at home?
   unconfident    somewhat unconfident    neutral    somewhat confident    confident

8. My overall feelings about Dinosaur School for my child are
   negative    somewhat negative    neutral    slightly positive    positive

Please turn page over and complete the other side. Thank you!
**B. Involvement with the Dinosaur Curriculum**

Please circle the response that best expresses how you honestly feel.

1. How useful was the Dinosaur School homework and teacher letters home?
   - not useful           slightly not useful          neutral           somewhat useful           very useful

2. How often did your child talk about Dinosaur School at home?
   - Never     Seldom     Sometimes     Often     Very Frequently

3. How often did your child do Dinosaur School homework?
   - Never     Seldom     Sometimes     Often     Very Frequently

4. Did your child use any of the following strategies at home to manage his/her emotions?
   - a. Talk about home rules
   - b. Talk about feelings
   - c. Use the problem solving steps
   - d. Practice problem solving solutions (wait, share take turns)
   - e. Go into turtle shell or use Calm Down Thermometer
   - f. Take a deep breath and think happy thoughts

5. What part of Dinosaur School was most helpful to your child?

6. How could the program have been improved to help you more?